
Thought for the Day, Thursday 9th July  -- About Tears ! 

As I sat looking out at the weather, my mind wandered free (as it does). Because in 
Britain we’re fixated on the weather and what it means for you and me. 

I pondered about the different types of rain – we think we know them well, but we still 
take it all for granted but carry a brolly to be on the safe side. 

It then occurred to me that we’re told we’ve been made in Gods image and also that the 
eyes are windows to the soul, so joining the apparent dots before me I mused on whether 

rain is actually Gods tears? 

It seems a bit far-fetched because our eyes “get wet” for many reasons, they get “misty” 
when we’re fondly remembering something, some place, or someone and that memory 

can be happy or sad. 

They go from minor streams to torrents, depending on our emotions and our mood and 
the thing that has brought about a reaction.  It can be happiness, sadness, anger, utter 

Joy, hilarity, pain, longing, grief and bliss! It can be dust or pollen or spices or veggies too. 
So many things trigger our “water-works” but the one constant is that whatever has 

brought the dampness on we know we are alive!  We also know that many animals also 
show tears though we may not be certain what it means for them. 

But then I thought back to where I started and us being made in Gods Image, what if, just 
think that the forms of rain are Gods Tears too!  We sometimes get a dew or early 

morning mist when the dawn is breaking just like out “misty” eyes!  And then there are 
times when we have light drizzle, and heavier rain which can either go as quickly as it has 
arrived or can be majestic in it s power as a thunderstorm or a gale or hurricane. If these 
are Gods version of what we experience we shouldn’t be surprised that the forms are just 

as many and perhaps reflect Gods emotions too.  

Perhaps these thoughts are just fanciful – I know all that the weather forecasters can 
analyse and predict (and sometimes get it right) – but the outward similarities I suggest 
are still there, and maybe when we’re there with damp cheeks and if it’s raining perhaps 

it's God’s way of sharing the moment with us !  As small children most of us will have 
splashed with Joy in puddles and just being out in the rain and it’s nice to think that just 
perhaps it’s God sharing that joy with and splashing in the puddles in heaven.  Wouldn’t 

that closeness be great. Any maybe it is.  

 


